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Scope and boundary

This report covers the activities and performance of The Ethics Institute (TEI) for the financial year from April 2021 

to March 2022. Continuing with the approach established in recent years, commentary is provided on the trajec-

tory of the Organisation to date, the current operating context, and prospects for the Organisation’s medium-term 

future. In line with leading integrated reporting practice, the six capitals of value creation described in the Inter-

national Integrated Reporting Council’s <IR> Framework (2021) are utilised, explicitly in the case of the impact 

model on page seven and implicitly everywhere else.

Materiality 

The rationale underpinning the selection of information for this report focused on relevance, transparency, and 

continuity with previous reporting. Furthermore, while the information in this report is high level, it is an accurate 

representation of the most material matters that inform the Organisation’s activities. The content of this report has 

been selected from activity reports, risk reports, and the annual strategic review that were submitted to the Board 

of Directors during the reporting period. These documents are populated with quantitative and qualitative indica-

tors of TEI’s multiple endeavours and were used in conjunction with contextual information from relevant research 

to craft the overall narrative of the past year.

Reliability 

All financial information provided in the report was extracted from the audited financial statements, whereas 

non-financial reported indicators are the product of the Organisation’s internal system of controls.

Approval

The Board of TEI has reviewed and provided input with regard to the contents of this document and approved its 

publication.

Contact 

We invite stakeholders to contact us with feedback on the integrated report, or with any enquiries related to our 

offering. Everyone is welcome to join our online community where we share relevant and interesting content via 

social media.

ABOUT THIS REPORT

Information Officer: Dantia Richards 

Email: info@tei.org.za
Phone: +27 (0)12 342 2799
Website: www.tei.org.za

The Ethics InstituteJoin our online community  @EthicsInstThe Ethics Institute

https://www.tei.org.za/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ethics-institute-of-south-africa/
https://twitter.com/EthicsInst
https://www.facebook.com/TheEthicsInstitute/?_rdc=1&_rdr
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WHO WE ARE

The Ethics Institute is an independent institute producing original thought leadership and offering a range of 

services and products related to organisational ethics. The organisation is governed by a Board of Directors con-

sisting of prominent persons committed to promoting ethical responsibility.

TEI commenced operations in 2000 with an initial focus on healthcare ethics. Over time, our focus shifted to 

organisational ethics and four core focal areas thereof, namely: private sector ethics (business ethics), public ser-

vice ethics, state-owned entities ethics, and professional ethics. Our subject matter experts are drawn from these 

four environments and have many years of experience in these focal areas – as both academics and practitioners 

– and our corporate services staff ensure that internal and external operations run smoothly.

Ultimately, TEI’s organisational identity is inseparable from our vision, mission, and core convictions. These state-

ments (provided below) are the foundation of our culture, the scaffolding of our strategy, and the invisible ties that 

bind us together.

Vision

Building an ethically responsible society. 

Mission

Enabling and supporting the cultivation of ethical organisations.

Our convictions

Everything we do is informed by our core convictions:

We make a meaningful difference
Ethics is the cornerstone of safe, just, and prosperous societies. We advance awareness of ethics in 

organisations and support them in enhancing their ethical cultures. We are a learning organisation that 

always strives to be at the forefront of our field of expertise, and to have a reputation for making a 

meaningful difference. 

We build trusting relations
Our wealth is the trust that people place in us. Our expertise and responsiveness to their needs make 

us valued and respected partners. At The Ethics Institute, we do work we can be proud of, in a way we 

can be proud of.

We enjoy working together
We are passionate about our work. We believe that a collegial spirit is key to our success. We treasure 

personal freedom of mind, but also care about one another’s wellness. Our interaction creates positive 

energy and ignites creativity. 

In short: We find meaning and joy in what we do. 
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In this third decade of the 21st century, we are in a peri-

od of heightened uncertainty and socioeconomic strain 

as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and other present 

and emerging challenges. Human cultures are often re-

silient, but when besieged by multiple shocks from glob-

al catastrophic events and profound societal upheaval, 

they are vulnerable to turmoil and rapidly deteriorating 

livelihoods.  

At a time when the global economy was still reeling from 

the pandemic-induced recession in 2020, the Russian 

Federation’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 was yet another 

unexpected shock, the effects of which contributed to 

the stark geopolitical tensions and rising financial insta-

bility worldwide. These dual shocks have destabilised 

the world trade order, accelerating supply chain disrup-

tions and upending global food supplies, energy and industrial inputs. Record commodity prices have been 

pushing many countries to a dangerous inflationary surge with developing countries experiencing more acute 

detrimental consequences. 

Even as the world confronts war and economic uncertainty, the climate crisis and related social dimensions 

continue to impact humanity at an exponential pace that also requires urgent attention. In this unprecedented 

reality, we are also witnessing the beginnings of a dramatic restructuring of the social and economic order - the 

emergence of a new era aptly viewed as the “next normal”. As we start adjusting to this post-pandemic normal, it 

is also time to evaluate the areas of society and the economy that require rehabilitation and support from both the 

public and private spheres. We need to work collaboratively to shape more equitable, humane, and just futures 

for our stakeholders and successors.

Looking closer to home, it has become clear that in an already fraught South African economy, collective action 

is required to rebuild the country and instil a renewed sense of trust. The findings of widespread corruption, as 

detailed by the Zondo Commission of Inquiry into State Capture, have emphasised the distressing state of affairs 

in the Nation. There is no doubt that businesses as well as society need to draw the proverbial line in the sand for 

any form of meaningful change to occur. Transformation of this scale demands committed leadership – particu-

larly in the public sector where the stakes are high, and the impact is national. Resilient leadership with a unique 

blend of expertise, perspective, moral integrity, and experience will be needed to successfully navigate this com-

plex landscape. 

In the face of the aforementioned turmoil, strong business leaders need to also step up to ensure that ethically 

sound business practices and good governance lie at the heart of their organisations. It is in this important arena 

that The Ethics Institute (TEI) has a crucial role to play to help usher in positive change. 

CHAIRPERSON’S LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS

As we start adjusting to this post-pandemic normal, it is also time to evaluate 

the areas of society and the economy that require rehabilitation and support 

from both the public and private spheres.
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Amidst the crises of the past couple of years, The Ethics Institute has persevered and remains at the forefront of 

ethics education and research. The Institute’s integrated report for 2021/2022, presented here, provides a de-

tailed outline of the numerous developments in our ethics work and the programmes which deliver real learning 

and meaningful impact. 

Given the challenges of the pandemic and subsequent economic fallouts, the year under review was tough and 

intense, but also one of transformation, innovation, and rapid recovery for TEI. Building on existing work and 

knowledge, TEI reasserted its commitment to help organisations foster ethical leadership and to grow their ethical 

business culture with the knowledge, tools, and partnerships that are designed to propel them forward. 

The Ethics Institute receives highly valued support from several of its stakeholders, which fuels the important work 

of this organisation, strengthens the core priorities, and helps advance new initiatives. I am certainly encouraged 

to see TEI further define and live its purpose as an agent of positive change and strong ethics. 

There is great responsibility in developing leaders who transform organisations and contribute to society, and TEI 

is leading the way in facilitating discussions that can shape a more prosperous, inclusive, and sustainable future. 

The Institute can be relied upon to help leaders connect insights across governance, risk, compliance, ethics, and 

social matters to drive greater impact and lead with purpose.

Nestled in this year’s integrated report are three more titles added to the Ethics Handbook series during the re-

porting period. Thought leadership is a vital component of TEI’s core activities and includes the research materials 

produced and made freely available online to further enhance the positive impact of the Institute’s work.  

Understanding that ethics in the modern organisational reality is a journey and not a destination, TEI has consist-

ently worked on improving and refining its instruments designed to assess various aspects of ethical conduct, 

sound governance practices, and ethics management. 

TEI is fortunate to have a talented and hardworking team of subject-matter experts, corporate services staff, as 

well as a network of part-time associates. As the Institute navigated another challenging and disruptive operating 

year, these individuals were a big part of its resilience and stability. We take great pride in their discipline, quality of 

work, and the trust they develop and nurture with TEI’s clients and partners. On behalf of the Board, I extend our 

deep appreciation for their expertise, enthusiasm, and commitment which makes the Institute all that it is. 

At the same time, I must thank our CEO, Prof. Deon Rossouw, for his successful leadership of this dedicated 

team. He has cultivated a work environment where truly distinctive talent can thrive and grow; enabling new op-

portunities and greater impact. I look forward to TEI going from strength to strength and continuing to make a 

positive difference in raising society’s ethical standards. 

In my humble role as Chairperson, it is assuring and inspiring to know I can count on the collective wisdom and 

experience of the TEI Board. Our directors are dedicated to serving the best interests of TEI and its stakeholders 

Thought leadership is a vital component of TEI’s core activities and includes 

the research materials produced and made freely available online to further 

enhance the positive impact of the Institute’s work.  
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and I thank them sincerely for their continued service and direction. This past year, we added a new committee to 

the Board, our Audit Committee, thus sharpening our governance process and ensuring a high sense of shared 

responsibility. In May of 2021, we welcomed Mr Fulvio Tonelli as a non-executive director. He is a seasoned leader 

in governance who now chairs both our Audit Committee and our Remuneration Committee. 

This past financial year, we also bade farewell to one valued Board member, Mr Colin Beggs, who retired in Oc-

tober 2021 after a 21-year tenure. Mr Beggs has made an outstanding contribution to both the Board and the 

Remuneration Committee. We will miss his extensive board experience, robust debate, and rigorous oversight on 

audit matters.

No country is an island – we share a world economy and a vulnerable planet. International cooperation is vital, and 

the global reach of the pandemic has reminded us of these realities. I am hopeful that the post-pandemic world 

will build on lessons learned in a way that makes societies more resilient and able to deal with future challenges. 

The complexity of the ethical questions we continue to grapple with, will also evolve over time. We will need lead-

ers with skills and confidence to act on their ethical beliefs in a rapid fashion under dynamic situations – leaders 

who can build, maintain, and restore trust during times of disruption and uncertainty. 

As we navigate this inflection point and steer a path to a brighter future, I would like to extend heartfelt gratitude to 

our entire stakeholder community – including our partners and collaborators on the continent and abroad – for the 

ongoing support and trust in The Ethics Institute. Looking to the years ahead, it is important to always remember 

that global challenges need global solutions. Increased awareness of ethics and best practice can inspire change 

within a society and on a global scale.

To quote Helen Keller, “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much”.

Imogen Mkhize

Chairperson of the Board

The Ethics Institute: An agent of positive 

change and strong ethics.

We will need leaders with skills and confidence to act on their ethical beliefs 

in a rapid fashion under dynamic situations.
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The model below provides the reader with a broad sense of The Ethics Institute’s inputs, activities, outputs and 

outcomes, as guided by the Integrated Reporting (<IR>) Framework (2021). We prefer ‘impact model’ to ‘busi-

ness model’ as this more accurately reflects the outcomes-focused logic of our work.

IMPACT MODEL

Vision
Building an ethically responsible society.

Mission
Enabling and supporting the cultivation 

of ethical organisations

Focus 
We believe that ethical development occurs 

mostly in communal settings, and therefore 

focus our work on organisations.

Thought leadership 

Ethics training 

Ethics assessments

Advisory services

Product development

Private-sector 
organisations

Public-sector 
organisations

Professional
associations

Activities

“FOR-PURPOSE” HYBRID:

Independent public  
benefit institute

More on page 9.

State-owned 
entities

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE:

Offering service to
paying clients NON-PROFIT 

ORGANISATION:

Funded thought leadership 
and resources
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Financial resilience

Enhanced intellectual capital

High staff morale

Stakeholders trust

OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES

HUMAN CAPITAL

Every individual on our team – including permanent 

staff and our network of associates – makes a 

unique contribution to our vision and 

has a critical role to play.

More on our people on page 42.

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL 

Relationships are the source of our social licence to 

operate across such diverse sectors, and 

also connect us with other experts in the 

rest of the world.

More on our partners on page 40.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL 

To pay for our thought leadership activities 

for public benefit, we rely on a combination 

of external funding and income generated 

from services and products.

                     

More on our financial performance on page 43.

STRATEGIC INPUTS

SUPPORT INPUTS

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

Initially we operated out of offices in Pretoria.  Since lock-down was introduced in response to the pandemic, 

all staff operate from their respective homes. We entered into a new rental contract for office space and plan 

to move back to office on a hybrid working model in the coming year. 

We rely significantly on information and communication technology in the course of our work.

NATURAL CAPITAL

We rely on the energy and water infrastructure of the country to run our own offices comfortably. We endeavour to 

make use of training facilities that are environmentally friendly. The nature of our work compels us to travel often both 

locally and abroad, which has a negative impact on our carbon footprint.

Research publications freely available or all to use

World-class services related to organisational ethics

Engaged staff, clients, and other stakeholders

More outputs in the impact report starting on page 24.

More outcomes in the CEO’s review starting on page 16.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

We are experts in organisational ethics, 

and have developed a variety of training 

programmes, assessment instruments, 

services, and products.

More on our intellectual resources on page 30.

Who we are, 

who we rely on, 

what we know, 

and how we 

sustain the 

work.
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OUR ACTIVITIES

We pursue our mission through five core activities, as demonstrated in the pentagon below. Examples of the type 

of projects that fall under each category are presented to provide a better sense of what such activities entail. 

• Ethics videos for training purposes, 

originally developed by TEI experts

• Ethics management software and 

applications (in partnership with our 

strategic and business partners)

• Ethical Behaviour Risk Indicator

• Ethics Management Maturity Indicator

• Ethics Management Risk Indicator

• Minimum Anti-Corruption Capacity Audit

• Internal Audit of Organisational Ethics

• Safe Reporting Service Provider Certification

• Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator

• Ethical leadership advisory

• Governance of ethics 

      advisory

• Ethics management advisory

• Internal audit of, and external 

      reporting on, ethics 

• Ethical culture change interventions

• Code of ethics review and 

      development

•   Research reports

•   Handbooks for ethics practitioners

•   Conference presentations

•   Academic contributions

  •   Media engagement

•   Participate in standard-

setting processes

•   Ethics Officer 

Certification Programme 

•   Other training for all 

levels, from governing 

body to general staff

•   Profession-specific 

training in partnership with 

professional organisations

•   Train the trainer  

Pro
duct

deve
lo

pm
ent Thought

leadership

Ethics
assessments

E
th

ic
s

tr
a
in

in
g

A
d

v
is

o
ry

s
e
rv

ic
e
s
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Thought leadership 

We generate original research that focuses on the capacity of organisations and professions to 

deal with the ethics challenges and opportunities they encounter. All findings are made available 

publicly as a means of creating ethical awareness and stimulating debate on ethical issues. Wher-

ever possible, we participate in policymaking and standard-setting processes related to ethics in 

the private and public sectors, state-owned entities, and professional associations. 

Ethics training

Our training programmes are designed to capacitate organisations in effectively governing and 

managing ethics. We provide a wide variety of training programmes to the private sector, state- 

owned enterprises, public service, and professional associations. We offer our training in both 

physical and virtual settings.

 

Ethics assessments

Organisations are able to have their ethics performance formally assessed for the purposes of 

gauging their current performance and developing a strategy going forward. Our assessments 

have been uniquely developed by TEI, rigorously tested, and normed. Our assessment instru-

ments compare well with the best available instruments in the world. Most of our assessments 

can be completed online.

Advisory services 

We provide advice to organisations on how to increase the effectiveness of their ethics inter-

ventions in the form of one-on-one or group sessions for all organisational levels. Our advisory 

services are tailored to the specific requirements of the organisation and broadly follow the Ethics 

Management Framework, the intellectual foundation of our methodology.

Product development 

We are committed to bolstering our physical and digital product offerings in the short and medium 

term. Our product portfolio comprises various training videos, ethics management software, and 

ethics applications (apps).
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The Ethics Institute is governed by a Board of Directors who serve on a pro bono basis and are compensated 

only for direct expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. The Board provides strategic direction to TEI 

and fulfils an oversight function regarding performance and the achievement of key objectives. The Board is also 

responsible for ensuring that TEI complies with all laws and regulations applicable to non-profit organisations in 

South Africa. The Board relies on the Fourth King Code on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV 

Report™) as a guideline for leading governance practice.

Board of Directors

The board is comprised of nine independent non-executive directors and two executive directors. A high-level 

description of each director’s background is provided below, along with their meeting attendance record for the 

year. The board convenes thrice per year. (Read more: https://www.tei.org.za/board-of-directors/#toggle-id-1). 

Board Committees

The Human Capital and Nominations Committee (comprising three non-executive directors), is responsible 

for nominations, succession planning, and human resources. This Committee convenes at least twice per year.

The Remuneration Committee (comprising three non-executive directors) is responsible for assessing the per-

formance of the executive directors, and for recommending their remuneration to the Board for approval. Their 

remuneration comprises fixed and variable income, encouraging high performance for the benefit of TEI. This 

Committee convenes at least twice per year.

The newly-formed Audit Committee (comprising three non-executive directors) is responsible for providing over-

sight of the financial reporting process, audit process, internal systems and controls, and compliance with regu-

lations affecting financial matters of TEI. This Committee convenes at least twice per year. 

GOVERNANCE

Mr Mohamed Adam

Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Remuneration 

Committee

Mohamed is a qualified lawyer who attained his LLM in International Trade Law 

from the University of Essex in the UK. He holds the position of General Counsel 

and General Manager Regulatory Affairs at ArcelorMittal South Africa. Previ-

ously, he held various professional and management positions at Eskom. Mo-

hamed is a member of the King Committee on Corporate Governance and was 

appointed Deputy Chair of the Committee in 2022.  He joined the Board of TEI in 

2011, resigned in 2019 whilst on an extended sabbatical, and was reappointed 

to the Board in May 2020.

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present
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Mr Colin Beggs

Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Human Capital and Nomi-

nations Committee, Chairperson of the Remuneration Committee

Colin is a Chartered Accountant and a former senior partner and Chief Execu-

tive Officer of PWC South Africa. He served as chairperson of the South African 

Institute of Chartered Accountants and is currently a non-executive director at 

Sasol Ltd. He joined the Board of TEI in 2000.

Ms Fay Hoosain

Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Remuneration 

Committee

Fay Hoosain holds BA and LLB degrees from the University of Cape Town and 

an LLM from the University of South Africa. She is the Founder and CEO of 

Big-Ticket Items Proprietary Limited. Fay held several executive roles at Sasol 

Limited, including that of Senior Vice President: Office of the President and 

CEO, and Senior Vice President: Governance, Compliance and Ethics. Fay is a 

member of South Africa’s Integrated Reporting Committee Working Group. Fay 

joined the Board of TEI in 2019. 

Dr Reuel Khoza

Independent Non-Executive Director

Reuel holds a BA Hons in Psychology (University of the North), MA in Marketing 

(University of Lancaster, UK), EngD in Business Leadership (Warwick Univer-

sity UK), an LLD honoris causa (Rhodes University), a D Econ honoris causa 

(University of Free State), and LLD honoris causa (Warwick University). Reuel is 

the President of the Institute of Directors South Africa (IoDSA) as well as a Char-

tered Director. He is Emeritus Professor Extraordinaire of the University of Stel-

lenbosch Business School, and current Visiting Professor at Rhodes Business 

School, the University of Free State Business School, Wits Business School, as 

as well as Chancellor of the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal. Reuel is the current 

Chairperson of the Public Investment Corporation and the Assupol Group. He 

was awarded the All Africa Business Leadership Lifetime Award in 2022. Reuel 

joined the Board of TEI in 2019. 

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present

12 May 2021 Absent 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present
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Prof. Deon Rossouw

Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director

Deon was a Professor of Philosophy and has served as the Head of the Phi-

losophy Departments at both Rand Afrikaans University and the University of 

Pretoria. He is currently Extraordinary Professor in Philosophy at the University 

of Stellenbosch. He is a member of the King Committee on Corporate Govern-

ance and has been recognised as a Chartered Director by the IoDSA. Deon 

joined TEI in 2010 and has been the Chief Executive Officer and a member of 

the Board since 2011.

Mr Malik Melamu

Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Human Capital and 

Nominations Committee

Malik graduated from the University of Botswana with a Bachelor of Law and is 

a Certified Ethics Officer with The Ethics Institute. He is the Board Chairperson 

of Kgori Capital Pty Ltd, a Botswana-based asset management company, and 

also serves as an MTN Director for Econet Wireless Citizens Limited.  Malik cur-

rently holds the position of Chief Operating Officer at MTN Irancell.  He joined 

the Board of TEI in January 2021

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Absent

Ms Imogen Mkhize

Independent Non-Executive Chairperson, Member of the Human Capital and 

Nominations Committee and member of the Remuneration Committee 

Imogen holds a BSc in Information Systems (Rhodes) and an MBA from Har-

vard Business School. She is the chairperson of Ata Capital – a cross-sectoral 

fund manager based in Johannesburg. She is also a director of Imbewu Capital 

Partners – a private equity and investment holding company. Her former exec-

utive roles include managing director of Lucent Technologies SA and CEO of 

the 18th World Petroleum Congress. Previously, she chaired the Richards Bay 

Coal Terminal and held numerous directorships in public and private companies 

including Sasol Limited, Mondi Group, Alan Gray, Murray & Roberts, MTN South 

Africa, KPMG South Africa, and others. Imogen is a long-standing member of 

the Rhodes University Board of Governors and an emeritus member of the Har-

vard Business School Alumni Board. The World Economic Forum recognised 

her as a ‘Global Leader of Tomorrow’ in 2001. She was awarded Chartered 

Director status by the Institute of Directors (IoDSA) in 2013 and received the 

‘Distinguished Old Rhodian’ award from Rhodes University in August 2014. She 

joined the Board of TEI in 2013. 

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present
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Dr Divya Singh

Independent Non-Executive Director, Chairperson of the Human Capital and 

Nominations Committee and member of the Audit Committee

Divya holds a Doctorate in Law from the University of South Africa and a second 

Masters in Tertiary Education Management from the University of Melbourne. 

She is an advocate of the High Court of South Africa and a Certified Ethics Of-

ficer. Divya was Vice-Principal Advisory and Assurance Services at Unisa, and is 

currently the Chief Academic Officer at Stadio Holdings Ltd. She serves on the 

board of Globethics.net. Divya joined the Board of TEI in 2019.

Prof. Arnold Smit

Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Audit Committee

Arnold holds a Master’s in Applied Ethics and a Doctorate in Theology from 

Stellenbosch University. He is an extraordinary associate professor at Stellen-

bosch Business School where he lectures on responsible leadership and cor-

porate responsibility and sustainability. He is furthermore the owner and director 

of WisePraxis (Pty) Ltd, a trustee of SEED Educational Trust, a past president 

of the Business Ethics Network of Africa, and a former board member of the 

Globally Responsible Leadership Initiative. Arnold joined the Board of TEI in 

May 2019.

Mr Fulvio Tonelli

Non-executive Director, member of the Human Capital and Nominations Com-

mittee, Chairperson of the Remuneration Committee, Chairperson of the Audit 

Committee

Fulvio was accredited as a Chartered Accountant CA(SA) in January 1987 and 

was admitted as partner at PWC in July 1992. He served in the role of Chief 

Operating Officer and Chief Risk Officer of PwC for some 12 years until 30 June 

2019 and as a partner of PwC until his formal retirement from the firm on 30 

June 2020. Fulvio currently serves as Non-Executive Director on the board of the 

ABSA Group and was appointed as the Chairperson of the IRBA board in June 

2021. Fulvio joined the Board of TEI in May 2021.

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Absent 28 October 2021 Present

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present
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Key governance matters considered during the financial year

• One retiring board member, Mr Colin Beggs, attended his final Board meeting on 28 October 2021.

• Mr Fulvio Tonelli was elected as Non-Executive Director to the Board on 1 May 2021.

• The Board was evaluated and deemed effective.

• TEI Strategy 2025 was reviewed by the Board. The strategy spans the period of 2020 to 2025.

• The Board reviewed and approved the delegation of authority to the CEO.

• The Board identified the need for the formation of an Audit Committee. The first Audit Committee meeting took 

place on 23 March 2022.

• The Board approved the 2020/2021 annual financial statements and confirmed TEI’s status as a going concern.

• The Board approved the 2020/2021 Integrated Report.

Prof. Leon van Vuuren

Executive Director

Leon holds a doctoral degree in Industrial Psychology. He was a professor in 

the Department of Industrial Psychology and People Management at the Uni-

versity of Johannesburg for 26 years where he taught Industrial Psychology and 

Professional Ethics. Leon is currently an Adjunct Professor in Organisational 

Psychology at the University of Cape Town. He joined TEI in 2014 and was ap-

pointed to the Board in 2016. 

12 May 2021 Present 1 July 2021 Present 28 October 2021 Present
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Performance overview

“Ethics is the cornerstone of just, safe, and prosperous societies.” 

This sentence comes from the value statement of The Ethics Institute (page 

3) and is the driving force that propels us toward our vision of “building an 

ethical society.” There are many angles from which one can contribute to 

building an ethical society, but at The Ethics Institute we opted for making or-

ganisational ethics our focus. Our founding conviction is that if one succeeds 

in building organisations with strong ethical cultures, it will have a substantial 

impact on the ethics of the whole of society.

The period under review in this Integrated Report once more afforded The 

Ethics Institute with many opportunities to assist organisations with strength-

ening their ethical cultures. This happened despite the fact that the entire 

period under review was marked by a state of national disaster that was intro-

duced by the South African government in an attempt to mitigate the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. Although 

the restrictions of operating under a state of national disaster imposed constraints on our operations, it also com-

pelled us to be imaginative and to create new ways of operating that will stand us in good stead hopefully long 

after the pandemic has waned.

By the time of writing this review, a sense of normality is returning – albeit in the midst of a fifth wave of the pan-

demic. The state of national disaster has recently been lifted, and the most tangible experience of this new nor-

mality for our staff at The Ethics Institute is that we have moved into an office again after working from home for 

two consecutive years.

Operating context

Due to the state of national disaster and the resultant curtailing of human interaction, the fourth industrial revolu-

tion became a reality much sooner than anticipated prior to the pandemic. Our workspaces and interaction with 

colleagues and clients, as well as our service and product offering, were virtualised at a pace that we hardly could 

have foreseen. Although it caused its own peculiar anxieties, it also opened possibilities to enjoy the positive 

spin-offs of operating in a mostly virtual environment. Our playing field has enlarged significantly as a direct result 

thereof as is evident by the fact that we engaged with people and organisations in 20 different countries (see p. 

39) during the period under review.

The economic context in which we operated was also showing signs of recovery both locally and globally – albeit 

slower than hoped for – and is still not yet back to pre-pandemic levels. A combination of the virtualisation of our 

offering, the introduction of new products and services, and the commitment and effort of our staff enabled us to 

mitigate the expected negative effect of the economic conditions on our financial performance. As a result, the 

CEO’S REVIEW

Our founding conviction is that if one succeeds in building organisations 

with strong ethical cultures, it will have a substantial impact on the ethics 

of the whole of society.  
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financial loss that we have foreseen and budgeted for has been much smaller than expected, leaving us at the 

end of the reporting period with healthy financial reserves.

The Judicial Commission of Inquiry that was established to deal with the allegations of state capture in South 

Africa started wrapping up its work, with the first volumes of their final report being published in the last quarter 

of the period under review. This inquiry revealed the extent to which both private and public sector organisations 

were affected by corruption. It also highlighted the need for ethical leadership and the importance of an ethical 

culture in protecting against corruption. This created conditions under which the services of The Ethics Institute 

became ever more relevant, thus offering us the opportunity to assist organisations in rebuilding or reinforcing 

their ethical cultures.

The Ethics Institute has developed a rich network of local and international partners that share our mission of 

building ethical organisational cultures. As part of a deliberate drive to collaborate with international partners, The 

Ethics Institute participated for the first time in the international Ethics at Work Survey, conducted by the UK-based 

Institute of Business Ethics since 2005. The findings of this survey highlighted that the specific circumstances in 

which we operate in South Africa are simultaneously marked by high levels of sophistication in formal ethics man-

agement, as well as by high levels of tolerance of unethical behaviour in organisations. The pleasing elements of 

these findings are encouraging, but the displeasing sides thereof compel us to find more ways of moving beyond 

the formal trappings of ethics management, and towards strengthening the ethical cultures of organisations.

Performance highlights

The period under review has been quite productive in terms of producing knowledge resources in the field of 

organisational ethics. Ten years ago, The Ethics Institute started its Ethics Handbook Series. In the last year we 

added three more titles to this series, bringing the total number of handbooks published over the last decade to 

10 publications. We offer all these publications for free downloading on our website. In addition, two other pub-

lications focusing on the prevention of retaliation against whistleblowers, and the governance of ethics in local 

government (respectively) were also added to our growing list of knowledge resources. Three of the titles in our 

Ethics Handbook Series have also been translated into Portuguese over the last year.

Our flagship training programme, the Ethics Officer Certification Programme that was first introduced in 2004, has 

been presented for the 137th time by the end of this reporting period. A cumulative number of 2163 persons have 

now been trained on this programme since its inception. Furthermore, during the reporting period this programme 

has also been translated into Portuguese for the first time and will be presented in Mozambique.

We have invested substantial human and financial resources in the development of our own instruments with 

which to assess various aspects of ethical conduct, culture, and ethics management in organisations. These 

instruments were further refined during the reporting period. We are proud of the fact that our instruments can 

compete with the best in the world. The findings of our assessments are not reported as raw scores but are properly 

normed so that our clients can compare themselves with their industry peers. The databank for our norming 

The Ethics Institute has developed a rich network of local and international 

partners that share our mission of building ethical organisational cultures.
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benchmark has been enlarged over the last year and now includes organisations from various countries and 

continents.

We are involved in two large scale multi-year funded projects aimed at improving ethical leadership in local gov-

ernment in South Africa, and business integrity in Mozambique, respectively. Solid progress has been made on 

both of these projects, despite the constraints imposed by the pandemic. Please read more about these two, as 

well as other funded and client projects, on pages 31-34 in this report.

Going forward

I am confident that all the capitals in the <IR> Framework’s six capitals model that we rely on to sustain our suc-

cess, will be capable of carrying us through the current pandemic and beyond. Our financial reserves are healthy, 

and our income generated through funded and client projects is steady and growing. We have found ways of 

dealing with sometimes unstable national infrastructure and are relying increasingly on virtual infrastructure. We 

keep investing in our operational and subject matter intellectual capital, and our human capital is committed and 

equipped to deal with the demand for our services. The trust of our loyal supporters, sponsors, and ever-increas-

ing client base bestows us with the social and relationship capital without which we could not survive or prosper. 

We – along with the rest of humankind – are concerned about our dwindling natural capital and do our best to 

protect and restore it within our sphere of influence.

Thanks

I am humbled by the dedication of our colleagues to pursue our vision of building an ethical society, and their 

willingness to make personal sacrifices in pursuit thereof. In our organisational value statement, we say that “we 

find meaning and joy in what we do.” It is a rare privilege to see this conviction being lived and fortified into the 

culture of The Ethics Institute.

We are equally privileged to enjoy the leadership and support of a very experienced group of non-executive direc-

tors who all serve on the board of The Ethics Institute on a pro bono basis. The expertise and integrity that they 

bring to the organisation assist us to stay true to the purpose and vision of the Institute. As staff, we appreciate the 

seriousness with which they embrace their obligation to always advance the best interest of The Ethics Institute.

Prof Deon Rossouw

Chief Executive Officer

The trust of our loyal supporters, sponsors, and ever-increasing client base 

bestows us with the social and relationship capital without which we could 

not survive or prosper. 
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

TEI continues to manage the threats to running a sustainable organisation in a constantly changing environment. 

Internally, we channel a great deal of energy into taking advantage of opportunities and overcoming challenges. 

We strive to protect our financial, material, and symbolic assets while also having a positive impact on our external 

operating context.

Material risks

The table below is extracted and adapted from TEI’s risk register at year-end and echoes many of the themes 

raised in the CEO’s review on pages 16 to 18. Only those risks with a high likelihood and high impact, as well as 

new risks identified, are included here. The low/medium/high ratings of likelihood and impact for each risk area 

are updated on a rolling basis and are formally reviewed at Board meetings twice per year. 

THREAT/ OPPORTUNITY MITIGATION OPPORTUNITIES

EXTERNAL: Legislation, 

Regulation and Codes

New mandatory or voluntary stand-

ards can impact the demand for 

ethics management in organisa-

tions.

• Participating in, or influencing, standard 

setting processes (e.g., amendments to 

the Companies Act).

• Influencing public opinion on new 

standards and legislative develop-

ments.

• Participate in shaping new 

legislation, regulation, and 

standards.

• Offer new training pro-

grammes aligned to new 

standards (e.g., ISO 

standards on governance 

and whistleblowing), or 

legislation.

EXTERNAL: Armed 

conflict in neighbouring 

countries and Ukraine

Armed conflict in Mozambique and 

Ukraine might disrupt execution of 

projects.

• Avoid travelling to North of Mozambique 

or to Ukraine.

• Create technological infrastructure for 

virtual meetings in lieu of face-to-face 

meetings in affected areas.

• Capacitate local human resources 

in Mozambique to drive our current 

projects.

• Provide advice to com-

panies on acting ethically 

responsible amidst armed 

conflict.

• Strengthening and ex-

panding our local network 

in Mozambique.

EXTERNAL: Social Unrest

A combination of political rivalry 

and prominent levels of unemploy-

ment might result in social unrest 

and looting of property in South 

Africa.

• Ensure safety of office premises as far 

as possible in collaboration with the 

landlord.

• Ensure that current insurance protects 

against damage to TEI property caused 

by social unrest.

• Introduce flexible work dispensation 

that allows staff to work from the  safest 

place for them.

• Emphasise the impor-

tance of organisational re-

sponsibility for addressing 

the root causes of social 

unrest in TEI training and 

advisory work.
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THREAT/ OPPORTUNITY MITIGATION OPPORTUNITIES

OPERATIONAL: 

Intellectual Property

Intellectual property of TEI can be 

stolen by competitors or clients.

• Protect copyright of training material, 

assessment instruments, electronic 

products, and any other content devel-

oped by TEI.

• Use copyright protection for intellectual 

property.

• Include rights of use and protection of 

intellectual property clauses in con-

tracts.

• TEI enjoys recognition for 

creation of original content 

and methodologies in 

the field of organisational 

ethics.

OPERATIONAL:  New 

concept of work and 

workspaces

New approach to work and work-

places as a result of working from 

home (WFH) can render jobs and 

workspaces obsolete. 

• Introduced a hybrid work dispensation 

in the new office.

• Provided all staff with reliable digital 

access for WFH.

• Fitted new office with collaborative 

workspaces.

• Create a more conducive 

      and productive work 

      environment for staff.

• Cost-saving on rental of 

smaller office space.

STAFF: Hybrid work 

dispensation

Moving into new office and intro-

duction of hybrid work dispensa-

tion can affect staff relations.

• Determined the work preferences of 

staff.

• Conducted a MentiMeter survey to 

gauge staff attitudes about a hybrid 

work dispensation.

• Conducted an Appreciative Inquiry 

workshop with staff to generate im-

plementable ideas for a hybrid work 

dispensation.

• Developed a hybrid work policy.

• Designed new office space for optimal 

staff collaboration.

• Creating a more personally 

satisfying work dispensa-

tion for staff.

• Enhanced collaboration 

between staff members.

Our strategy, which follows immediately on page 21, unfolds in an emergent and agile fashion in response to 

changes in each of these risk areas over time, while remaining true to our vision and mission.
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AN EMERGENT STRATEGY

The desired future state that TEI pursues is encapsulated in TEI’s mission as follows: Enabling and supporting the 

cultivation of ethical organisations. In an emergent strategy, the impossibility of predicting the future is acknowl-

edged, and focal areas are instead identified in the present for their likelihood of contributing to reaching the 

desired future. This approach differs from a prescriptive approach where an end-state is predicted and the path 

towards the end-state is mapped over the period covered by the prescriptive strategic plan.

Our five-year strategic plan, the TEI 2025 Strategy, was developed through extensive consultation with TEI staff 

and was finalised at a special Board of Directors strategy session. Each of the focal areas of the TEI 2025 Strategy 

is regularly revisited to ensure that it remains relevant as the organisation’s risk and opportunity profile evolves 

over time. The focal areas are reviewed annually by the Board, along with annual targets and associated perfor-

mance indicators for each focal area. In the table below, the strategic objectives for the coming year are outlined.

TEI Strategy 2025
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FOCAL AREA CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCE
 OBJECTIVES

A.  STAFF

To ensure that TEI is sufficiently 

staffed with diverse and competent 

people.

• To expand the network of part-time associate subject matter 

experts.

• To create opportunities for staff development.

• To create a pipeline of junior staff members who will enhance 

TEI’s diversity profile.

B.  CLIENTS, SUPPORTERS

     AND SPONSORS

To retain the loyalty and support 

of key external stakeholders.

• To maintain exceptionally high levels of client 

     satisfaction.

• To grow TEI’s total number of supporters.

C.  ORGANISATIONAL 

      DEVELOPMENT

To increase the efficiency of TEI’s 

organisational structure and 

work flow processes.

• To digitize and automate key processes in service delivery.

• To standardise key work processes and operating proce-

dures.

D.  RESOURCES

To ensure that TEI is sufficiently 

resourced for further growth.

• To further refine TEI research instruments.

• To secure new project funding for longer term funded projects.

E.  OFFERING

To expand the offering of TEI to 

meet the needs of clients and the 

wider society.

• To develop sector specific products for the state-owned and 

local government sectors.

• To develop and introduce new instruments and offerings 

related to whistleblowing.

F.  MARKETS

To widen and deepen the markets 

that TEI serves.

• To develop products for the Francophone market in Africa.

• To develop bespoke ethics offerings for state-owned com-

panies and local government.
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IMPACT REPORT

In this section, we provide an overview of the TEI’s impact across various activities over the past year. We back 

this information up with qualitative and quantitative indicators that we report on to TEI Board of Directors on a 

regular basis.

Focus on organisations: our foundation

TEI’s focus on organisational ethics is grounded in our conviction that ethical development mostly occurs through 

social interaction in shared settings. In our case, the ‘social settings’ on whose social practices we focus are or-

ganisations in the public, state-owned, and private sectors, as well as professional organisations. 

Many of the core concepts relating to organisational ethics apply across the board, irrespective of sector, and TEI 

has an intellectual toolkit of interventions that can be meaningfully applied to specific contexts. We endeavour to 

have a positive impact on these organisations’ ethics performance by bringing the ethics conversation into their 

governance and operating structures. In this way, we strive to build an ethically responsible society.

Our work across different types of organisations is based on our uniquely developed Governance of Ethics 

Framework. The framework is displayed below:

The Governance of Ethics Framework works with the assumption that the outcome of the governance and man-

agement of organisational ethics should be the establishment of an ethical culture. An ethical culture starts with 

leadership commitment to ethics on all governance and management levels of an organisation. Governance 

structures then has the responsibility of providing strategic direction on the ethics of the organisation, as well 

as exercising oversight of the ethics performance of the organisation. However, ethics can only be governed if 

the organisation actively manages ethics in a planned and structured manner, and then reports the ethics per-

formance to the relevant governance structures. Finally, regular independent assessments of the adequacy and 

effectiveness of the organisation’s ethics management and performance have to be conducted and reported to 

the relevant governance structures. This would enable the organisation to report in a reliable and credible way on 

its ethics performance to its stakeholders. 

1. Leadership commitment

2. Governance structures

a. Ethics risk assessment

b. Ethics strategy

c. Code & policies

e. Monitor & report

d. Institutionalisation
    

4. Independent assessment 

& external reporting

3. Ethics

Management

Cultu
re Culture

Cultu
re

Culture
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Thought leadership

Publications
TEI strives to be a globally recognised thought leader in the field of organisational ethics. We produce original 

research material to create awareness, to inform, and to capacitate organisations to govern and manage their 

ethics. All thought leadership material is made available for free download on our ever-growing online resource 

library, and we continuously encourage people interested, or working in organisational ethics, to make use of 

these resources. 

These knowledge resources can be accessed and downloaded for free at https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/.

Institutionalising Ethics Handbook

Launched on 10 September 2021.

Authored by Prof. Leon van Vuuren and Liezl Groenewald.

The purpose of the Institutionalising Ethics Handbook is to debunk the myth 

that organisations cannot really influence ethics, and that the best-case sce-

nario is that ‘ethics will (hopefully) happen’. The intention is to show how ethics 

can be institutionalised in organisations. In this offering, we are explaining how 

ethics can be ‘made real’. That is, how ethics can be ‘taken to the people’ in-

volved in and with organisations.

Available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

Ethics Reporting and Auditing Handbook (2nd Edition)

Launched on 25 March 2022. 

Authored by Kris Dobie and Prof. Kato Plant.

The Ethics Reporting and Auditing Handbook was authored in direct response 

to the demand for more guidance on what needs to be reported in the process 

of governing and managing the ethics performance of organisations. The Eth-

ics Institute partnered with the Institute of Internal Auditors of South Africa, to 

produce a second edition of the Ethics Reporting and Auditing Handbook.

Available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
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Ethical Culture Handbook

Authored by Dr Paul Vorster and Prof. Leon van Vuuren.

The purpose of the Ethical Culture Handbook is to demystify the concept of 

organisational culture. The latest King Report on Corporate Governance for 

South Africa (King IV, 2016) clearly states in Principle 2 that it is the responsi-

bility of the governing body to ensure that the organisation develops an ethical 

culture. This handbook was therefore written to provide a practical understand-

ing of ethical culture, how it relates to organisational culture, why it is important 

to develop it, and how to evaluate it in a more holistic and valid manner. 

Available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

The Whistleblowing Non-Retaliation Toolkit

Authored by Liezl Groenewald.

The purpose of The Whistleblowing Non-Retaliation Toolkit is to guide organisa-

tions seeking to protect whistleblowers in their organisations against all forms 

of retaliation for speaking up, as well as to guide whistleblowers to protect 

themselves from retaliation and – when retaliation for speaking up has oc-

curred – provide them with steps to follow to mitigate the retaliation.  

Available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

Local Government Ethics Committee Guidebook

Authored by Kris Dobie and Fatima Rawat.

The purpose of the Local Government Ethics Committee Guidebook is to en-

hance the effectiveness of the ethics management processes and structures 

in local government that were created through various regulations. More spe-

cifically, this guidebook addresses a key aspect of ethics management in local 

government around the role of governance and operational ethics committees 

in building an ethical culture in municipalities.   

Available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/
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Media engagement
TEI contributes in various ways to the public discourse on ethics and corruption prevention. One of the ways in 

which this is done is by releasing opinion pieces written by our subject matter experts on relevant topics. During 

this reporting period, the following opinion pieces were shared through printed, online, and social media, which 

in turn resulted in radio and television interviews.

ARTICLES PUBLICATION

Does there need to be more than the Protected Disclosures Act to better protect 

whistleblowers?
News24

Whistleblowers need more than our applause Daily Maverick

Local Government: Flawed people or flawed system? Business Day

More than ever, South Africa is in desperate need of moral heroes News24

To nudge or not to nudge? News24

How blind loyalty is a destructive comfort zone Business Day

Restoring trust in state-owned entities through the objective selection of board members Business Day

State capture era hangover has impacted South African business ethics – with good and 

bad consequences
Daily Maverick

Are we getting used to the unethical hot water? Business Times

Academic contributions
TEI’s organisational ethics experts contribute to academic teaching and research. The material academic contri-

butions made by TEI staff are summarised below:

• African Journal of BusinessEthics

• Journal of Business Ethics

Served on the editorial boards of four academic journals, namely:

• Turkish Journal of Business Ethics

• Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences

• University of Stellenbosch

• University of Cape Town

• University of Johannesburg

Served various part-time academic roles at the following institutions:

• University of the Witwatersrand

• Management Center Innsbruck (Austria)
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Event participation
Our subject matter experts represented TEI at the following international and national events:

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

TOPIC EVENT TOPIC

6th African Conference of Accountants Can accountants save the planet?

19th Annual Conference of the Business Ethics Net-

work of Africa
Towards a positive organisational ethics paradigm

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique in 

partnership with Associations of Trade and Industry
Building a sustainable future for Mozambique

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique in 

partnership with Associations of Trade and Industry 
Stakeholder relationships and ethics

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique, 

Dialogue
Whistleblowing across borders

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique, 

Executive Dialogue
Setting the moral compass in your organisation

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique, 

Executive Dialogue
Ethics Risk Assessment Philosophy

Corporate anti-corruption compliance in Africa, Re-

gional Roundtable

Impact of collective action initiatives in anti-corrup-

tion

Ethics and Reputation Society of Turkey 10th Annual 

Conference
Insights into successful collective action

Gulf Coast Countries Board Director Institute, Webinar Whistleblowing

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique, 

Leading Practice Masterclass Series
Conflicts of interest 

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Southern 

Africa Regional Conference

How The Ethics Institute contributes to the protec-

tion of whistleblowers in the absence of effective 

whistleblower protection legislation

Coalition for Organisational Integrity, Mozambique, 

Leading Practice Masterclass Series
The Role of the Media in Whistleblowing 

SADC Anti-corruption Agencies on Translating Collec-

tive Action from Theory into Practice Workshop

Activating the private sector as an important

stakeholder in the fight against corruption in the 

SADC region
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NATIONAL EVENTS

TOPIC EVENT TOPIC

Anheuser-Busch InBev Compliance Week Whistleblowing

Chartered Institute of Government Finance, Auditing 

and Risk Officers Webinar

Building and ethical environment in the public 

sector

Gauteng Municipal Organisational Development and 

Design Forum
Organisational Culture and Behaviour

Independent Municipal and Allied Trade Union Nation-

al Congress
Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative

Institute of Accountants and Commerce Regional 

Meeting
Personal, organisational, and professional ethics

Institute of Directors South Africa, Social and Ethics 

Committee Webinar

Insightful findings from the Social and Ethics Com-

mittee Trends Survey 2021

Institute of Directors South Africa Webinar Social and Ethics Committee – Ask the experts

JvR Ethics Talk Series Professional ethics

JvR Group Africa Training Webinar
The ethics role of industrial psychologists in a virtu-

al organisation

National Institute of Standards and Quality Workshop Governance of Ethics

Small Business Initiative Workshop Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative

South African Canadian Chamber of Commerce 

Webinar

The state of ethics and governance in the private 

and public sectors in South Africa

South African Council for the Project and Construction 

Management Professions Conference
Ethical challenges in the construction industry

South African Institute for Government Auditors Ethics 

Webinar

The role of the professional auditors in building 

ethical organisational cultures

South African Local Government Association, Free 

State Provincial Conference
Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative

South African Local Government Association, Mpuma-

langa Provincial Conference
Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative

Tygerberg Forum Ethical Decision-making

UNISA Ethics Conference Ethics and the whistleblower

University of Johannesburg Institute for Future 

Knowledge Panel Discussion
Whistleblowing Management

University of Stellenbosch Fireside Conversation Whistleblowing
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Research innovation
Throughout the year, TEI experts were engaged in updating existing research instruments and adding new tools 

to our intellectual toolkit.

Ethics assessments

• The benchmarking and scoring procedures for our Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator as well 

as for our Ethical Behaviour Risk Indicator instruments were adapted for organisational-level 

reporting. A new dataset adding another 22 organisations to the benchmark is currently be-

ing developed for roll-out in 2022, including international organisations from Europe, North 

America, Australasia, and South America.  

• Further expansion was done on our organisational ethics survey databank (which now in-

cludes data for more than 100 organisations).

• The reporting format for our ethics assessments has been refined and more efficient scoring 

processes were introduced. 

• A set of research items have been constructed to add to the item bank of our ethics survey 

assessments. 

Safe reporting service provider assessment

• TEI drafted the first safe reporting standard for hotline service providers in 2008 and has 

since upgraded the standard to comply with technological changes; adding a digital standard 

for online auditing and accreditation referred to as Safe-Line DigEX.

• We are currently the only organisation in South Africa auditing safe-reporting hotlines.

• The Public Sector has implemented a standard requirement for their hotline service

     providers to be accredited by TEI before appointment. 

Surveys

• The second Annual Social and Ethics Committee Trends Survey was conducted in 2021. 

The trends identified are adding to the understanding of how Social and Ethics Committees 

function, and the challenges they experience in the execution of their mandate. 

• The third Public Sector Ethics Survey was conducted during the reporting period. The find-

ings provide insights about important ethical issues and trends in the Public Sector on a  

national, provincial, and local government level.

• TEI participated for the first time in the Ethics at Work Survey of Employees that was coor-

dinated by the Institute of Business Ethics (IBE) of the United Kingdom, and administered 

across 13 counties in North America, Europe, Africa, and the Asian-pacific region. TEI has 

also negotiated to obtain access to the larger IBE dataset which is being added to TEI’s eth-

ical organisational culture database. This data adds numerous international territories and 

creates international benchmarks for ethical organisational culture (including comparative 

insights).
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Services provided

Funded projects
TEI is involved in coordinating two large-scale projects under the Siemens Integrity Initiative, which was created 

as part of the World Bank–Siemens AG comprehensive settlement agreed in 2009. Over the course of three fund-

ing rounds which commenced in 2010, Siemens is making US$100 million available to anti-corruption projects 

around the world. After being a successful bidder for two projects in the first funding round (2010–2014), TEI again 

successfully bid for funding for two projects in the second round (2015–2019) and completed these projects. For 

a third time, TEI successfully bid for two projects in the final funding round (2020–2024) and is currently involved 

in executing these projects in South Africa and Mozambique.

A further three, short-term funded projects were also managed over the past year – viz., the Staff Ethics Aware-

ness Programme for State-owned Enterprises (sponsored by Exxaro), the production of knowledge resources 

(sponsored by the KBA Notasys Integrity Fund), and the development of a Local Government Ethics Committees 

Guidebook (sponsored by the Canada Fund for Local Initiatives).

Combating municipal and procurement corruption in South Africa 

(2019- 2024)

This Siemens Integrity Initiative-funded project aims to use strategic levers of ethical change 

to combat municipal and procurement corruption in South Africa. The objectives of this 

project are: (1) to reduce political pressure for corruption in South African municipalities 

through the development and adoption of a Code for Ethical Governance; (2) to main-

stream a structured anti-corruption training and accreditation system for suppliers through 

the Ethically Aware Supplier Induction programme; and (3) to build capacity in the Gauteng 

Provincial Government to support municipalities in sustainably institutionalising their ethics 

management programmes.

        

During the reporting period, the following was accomplished:

•  Two Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative Advisory Committee meetings had 

taken place.

•  Bi-monthly meetings of the Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative working 

group were held.

• Continuous engagement with Provincial Champions.

• A webinar was presented on “Inappropriate Deployment Practices”.

• A Local Government Ethical Leadership Initiative discussion document for stakeholder 

engagement was developed.

• Virtual consultation with civil society stakeholders had taken place.

• In the Gauteng Province, 15 regional managers were capacitated by The Ethics Institute.

• Eleven officials who attended an online Ethics Officer Certification Programme were 

certified as Ethics Officers.

• One Ethics Risk Assessment training session took place.

• One face-to-face Train-the-Trainer session was conducted.

• An ethics management monitoring and reporting tool was developed.
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Collective action for advancing business ethics in Mozambique 

(2019- 2024)

The aim of this Siemens Integrity Initiative-funded project is to enhance the ease of doing 

business in Mozambique.

The objectives of this project are: (1) to establish and maintain a collective action Coalition 

for Organisational Integrity in Mozambique; (2) to build ethics management capacity within 

the member companies of the Coalition for Organisational Integrity; and (3) to build ethics 

and anti-corruption capacity in small and medium enterprise suppliers.

Despite the travel restrictions, TEI’s team mitigated the challenges with the following out-

comes during the reporting period:

• There were eight engagements with the Coalition for Organisational Integrity.

• There were four Leading Practice Masterclasses, of which three were presented virtu-

ally. Two hundred and seventy-eight participants attended virtually and 32 attended in 

person.

• An executive dialogue was hosted in Maputo with 29 on-site attendees.

• Bribery and anti-corruption training was presented to the oil, gas, and energy sector.

• Two hundred and forty participants attended face-to-face ethics training sessions in 

Temane and Maputo.

• Redesign of the Coalition for Organisational Integrity website which was updated with 

weekly social media posts.

• Three individuals were certified as Ethics Officers.

• The Ethically Aware Supplier Induction Programme was launched in partnership with 

the Mozambique Enterprise Solution. The programme was offered as a two-day inter-

vention in Portuguese. A total of 96 small- and medium-enterprises were successfully 

accredited.

• Participation in the SADC anti-corruption training, in collaboration with the Basel Institute 

on Governance.

Staff ethical awareness project

The Ethics Institute received funding from Exxaro to develop a Staff Ethics Awareness Pro-

gramme for state-owned enterprises.

During the reporting period, the following was accomplished:

• The programme content outline was conceptualised.

• Modules 1 and 2 of programme were drafted and is currently under review.
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Knowledge resources project

The KBA-Notasys Fund was a valued sponsor of TEI for the design and publication of 

much-needed resources for advancing business integrity. Our vision of building an ethical 

society requires ongoing investment in the development of knowledge resources. 

Through the funding provided by The KBA-Notasys Integrity Fund, the following was accom-

plished:

• The Institutionalising Organisational Ethics Handbook was developed and published. 

This handbook was also translated into Portuguese.

• The Ethical Culture Handbook was developed and published. This handbook was also 

translated into Portuguese.

• The Whistleblower Non-Retaliation Toolkit was produced and published.

Local government ethics committees project

The Canada Fund for Local Initiatives awarded funds to The Ethics Institute for the develop-

ment and implementation of a project titled “The Development of a Guideline Document on 

the Establishment of Ethics Governance and Oversight Structures for Municipalities in South 

Africa”. The guidebook that was developed provides South African municipalities with guid-

ance and knowledge with which to establish ethics governance and management structures 

as set out in the Local Government Anti-Corruption Strategy.  

During the reporting period, the following was accomplished:

• Two hundred and seventy-eight municipalities across South Africa stand to benefit 

from this project.

• The National Department of Cooperative Governance, the South African Local Gov-

ernment Association and the 9 provincial Departments of Cooperative Governance 

were capacitated to support municipalities on the establishment of ethics governance 

structures.

• Five hundred copies of the guidebook have been printed, and the distribution thereof 

is in progress. The guidebook is also available at: https://www.tei.org.za/handbooks/

Client work

The measurable indicators of services rendered to paying clients during the reporting period are displayed below. 

These numbers do not capture the nature or extent of each engagement, but are useful in gauging the consisten-

cy and growth of our services over time.

Ethics assessments

Ethics diagnostic assessments were undertaken in 38 organisations (2021: 36 organisations).

Advisory services 

Advisory services were provided to 21 organisations (2021: 22 organisations).
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Training: Ethics Officer Certification Programme (EOCP)

TEI’s flagship training offering, the Ethics Officer Certification Programme (EOCP), was first 

introduced in 2004. The EOCP is presented as either a five-day contact programme, or an 

online programme over a period of four weeks, followed by a practicum assessment that 

must be completed over a further three months period. Accreditation for this course is done 

through the University of Stellenbosch Business School Executive Development, TEI’s aca-

demic partner in offering this course. We present bespoke private and public sector versions 

of the programme that are open to any organisation in these sectors, as well as in-house 

private sector and public sector programmes delivered to specific client organisations. The 

graph below shows the cumulative numbers of persons trained on this programme:

Other training

At total of 67 in-house training sessions were presented to 53 different organisations (2021: 

52 organisations).

Excluding the 124 persons that completed the EOCP during the reporting period, an addi-

tional total of 1112 individuals received training from The Ethics Institute from 1 April 2021 to 

31 March 2022.

Training 

19 Years of EOCP

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

ATTENDED

23 43 64
97

183 208
242

417

556 556

923

1155

1336

1497

1558

1704

1874

1985

2163
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Non-income generating services

TEI performs pro bono services for worthwhile causes. During the past year, the following non-income generating 

contributions were made by TEI staff:

• A corporate social responsibility outreach programme was introduced at the Abraham Kriel Bambanani Chil-

drens’ Homes, which included training on conflict management, values alignment, and staff development.

• A continued professional development presentation at the Institute of Accountants and Commerce.

• Ethical decision-making for industrial psychology professionals at the Tygerberg Forum.

• An ethics management workshop at the Department of Social Development in Sophia Town.

• Contributed to the development of the ISO 37000 guidance standard on corporate governance, which was 

published in 2021.

• Contributed to the development of the ISO 37002 standards on whistleblowing management, which was 

published in 2021.

• Served on the team responsible for the marketing of the ISO 37 000 governance standard.

• Prepared a submission on Social and Ethics Committee aspects of the Companies Amendment Bill of 2021 

for the King Committee on Corporate Governance of South Africa.

• Provided a whitepaper input regarding whistleblowing for the national certification body of the Pharmacy 

Profession of Canada.

Product development

TEI is always looking for opportunities to introduce new products that organisations can use in the governance 

and management of ethics. We are particularly eager to explore digital product development in response to a 

growing demand for digital products.

Ethics Management Application

During the reporting period, TEI collaborated with a business partner to develop 

an application called the “Ethix App”. This communication app is intended for 

stimulating conversation on ethics in organisations. The expected launch date is 

planned for 2022.
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Events calendar

Over and above the organisation-specific training programmes offered during the reporting period, 

TEI coordinated and hosted the following events and training. 

DATE TRAINING INTERVENTIONS

15 April 2021 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

28 May 2021 Social and Ethics Committee Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

01 June 2021 Managing Conflicts of Interest Webinar

26 July 2021 Ethics Ambassador Training

29 July 2021 Annual Supporter and Sponsor Gathering

30 July 2021 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

17 September 2021 Ethical Leadership Symposium

21 September 2021 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

07 October 2021 Public Sector Ethics Committees Workshop

08 October 2021 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

12 November 2021 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

16 November 2021 Virtual Ethical Organisational Culture – Building an ethical culture in a virtual world

16 November 2021 Social and Ethics Committee Trend Survey Webinar (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

23 November 2021 Social and Ethics Committee Training (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

30 November 2021 Building ethical culture in organisations Workshop

21 January 2022 Creating a whistleblowing culture (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

14 Febuary 2022 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

11 March 2022 Governance of Ethics Workshop (in collaboration with the IoDSA)

30 March 2022 Whistleblowing Management Webinar
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Achievements

Two of our existing training courses, the Ethics Officer Certification Programme (EOCP) and 

the Ethically Aware Supplier Induction (EASI) programme (now fully converted to online 

courses), were translated into Portuguese, and first presented in 2022.

TEI published three new handbooks in the TEI Handbook Series, now consisting of 10 hand-

books. The latest additions include the Institutionalising Ethics Handbook, Ethics Reporting 

and Auditing Handbook, and Ethical Culture Handbook. In addition, two further guidebooks 

were published, viz., The Whistleblowing Non-Retaliation Toolkit, and the Local Government 

Ethics Committees Guidebook.

TEI contributed to a number of standard-setting bodies involved in setting ethical standards 

for organisations. These include the King Committee on Corporate Governance for South 

Africa, where TEI contributed to preparing a response related to the Social and Ethics Com-

mittee aspects of the Companies Amendment Bill. TEI also substantially contributed to the 

development of two new standards of the International Organisation for Standardisation, 

viz., ISO 37000 (on corporate governance) and ISO 37002 (on whistleblowing) that were 

completed and published during 2021.

The organisational ethics survey databank for two of TEI’s ethics measurement instruments 

(the Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator and the Ethics Behaviour Risk Indicator) was expand-

ed, and now includes data for more than 100 organisations against which companies can 

benchmark themselves.

TEI collaborated for the first time with the UK-based Institute of Business Ethics on the 

Ethics at Work survey which was conducted amongst employees of private sector compa-

nies across 13 countries in North America, Europe, Africa, and the Asia-Pacific region. 

The Ethics Institute hosted an Ethical Leadership Symposium on 17 September 2021. The 

National Commissioner of the South African Revenue Service, Mr Edward Kieswetter, and 

The National Director of Public Prosecution, Advocate Shamila Batohi, were the key speak-

ers and the event attracted an audience of 734 delegates.
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1. Australia

2. Botswana

3. Canada

4. Eswatini

5. France

6. Germany

7. India

8. Kenya

9. Liberia

10. Malawi

11. Mexico

12. Mozambique

13. Namibia

14. Nigeria

15. United Arab Emirates

16. United States of America

17. South Africa

18. Sudan

19. Turkey

20. Zambia

TEI provided training, services, or participated in events in 20 countries during the reporting period, as indicated 

on the world map below.
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TEI’s social and relationship capital, in the form of strategic organisational partnerships, extends our reach be-

yond our own immediate touchpoints with stakeholders. We are proud to be associated with an array of organi-

sations with whom we have memoranda of understanding to achieve specific objectives based on the synergies 

extant in each partnership. The organisations with whom we have partnerships include, among others:  

PARTNERSHIPS

Accountability Lab South Africa African Corporate 

Governance Network

Association of Certified Fraud 
Examiners South Africa

Business Ethics Network 

of Africa

Bentley University: W. Michael 

Hoffman Center for Business Ethics

Chartered Institute of Government 

Finance, Audit & Risk Officers

Ethics Practitioner Association Financial Planning Institute of 

Southern Africa
FluidRock Governance Group

Geneva Agape Foundation Good Governance Africa Globethics.net
(based in Switzerland)
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Institute of Business Ethics 

(based in the UK)

Institute of Commercial Forensic 

Practitioners

Institute of Directors in 

South Africa

Institute of Risk Management 

South Africa

Information Systems Audit and 

Control Association

JvR Africa Group

Small Business Institute South African Board for 

People Practices

Society for Industrial and Organisational 

Psychology of South Africa

South African Institute of 

Chartered Accountants

South African Institute of 

Professional Accountants

Unashamedly Ethical

Institute for Business Ethics
(St. Gallen University)
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Broadly, there are two roles that internal staff members fulfil: subject matter experts and corporate services staff. 

We also have a network of part-time associates who assist us on a part-time contracted basis, or for specific ad 

hoc projects. 

OUR PEOPLE

Kris Dobie

Senior Manager: 

Organisational Ethics 

Development

Master of 

Workplace Ethics 

Liezl Groenewald

Senior Manager: 

Organisational Ethics 

Development

Master of Applied Ethics 

for Professionals

Ethics Officer 008

Lizette Hattingh 

Subject Matter Expert 

(Associate)

Master of Industrial and 

Organisational Psychology

Ethics Officer 435

Joined TEI in 2007 Joined TEI in 2008  Joined TEI in 2012

Remofiloe Kale

Assistant Office Manager

Certified Office 

Manager (COM)

Nicole Konstantinopoulos

Assistant Researcher

Masters in Industrial and 

Organisational Psychology

Ethics Officer 1076

Celia Lourens

Project Manager

B.Com Honours: 

Business Management

Ethics Officer 568

Dinah Mafahlane

Housekeeper

Joined TEI in 2016 Joined TEI in 2020 Joined TEI in 2015 Joined TEI in 2012

Palesa Mashabane

Ethics Specialist

PGDip in Compliance

Management

Ethics Officer 929

Rebecca Motale

Front-office Manager 

Annie Ou-Yang

Assistant Researcher

Masters in Industrial 

and Organisational 

Psychology

Lulama Qabaka

Ethics and Anti-Corruption 

Specialist

B.Com Law

Ethics Officer 943

Joined TEI in 2021 Joined TEI in 2008 Joined TEI in 2021 Joined TEI in 2020

Fatima Rawat

Subject Matter Expert 

(Associate)

Master of Management

Cert.Dir.® Ethics Officer 578

Dantia Richards

Office Manager,

Company Secretary

Cert.Dir.® Ethics Officer 277

Prof. Deon Rossouw

Chief Executive Officer

Doctor of Philosophy

Chartered Director

Kgothatso Tshabalala

Training and Events 

Coordinator

BA Communication

Ethics Officer 844

Joined TEI in 2016 Joined TEI in 2012 Joined TEI in 2010 Joined TEI in 2016

Prof. Leon van Vuuren

Executive Director: 

Business and 

Professional Ethics

Doctor of Industrial 

Psychology

Dr Paul Vorster

Research Specialist

Doctor of Industrial 

Psychology

Ethics Officer 889

Corisa Walter

Accountant

B.Compt Accounting

Ethics Officer 1013

Joined TEI in 2014 Joined TEI in 2016 Joined TEI in 2018
We find meaning and 

joy in what we do.
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0.3%

36,2%

13,7%5.6%

44,0%

0,3%

2021
Total income:
R19,595,949

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Funding model

TEI is a non-profit, non-government organisation, and operates simultaneously as a public institute and as a 

social enterprise. In the former role, TEI produces freely available research and contributes to national and in-

ternational ethics standard setting, and policy making. In the latter role, we render a wide variety of services to 

paying clients, and secure funding from large organisations for specific projects. Any profit made is reinvested in 

the capacity to undertake more research, and to render additional services and products, in pursuit of our vision 

of building ethically responsible societies. 

We are on a trajectory that requires ongoing innovation to meet the needs of our target organisations and society 

at large, and our diversified funding model contributes to the sustainability of this trajectory. 

Commentary

TEI budgeted for a financial loss in the period under review.  The eventual financial performance was much better 

than anticipated, mostly due to a substantial growth in its training, advisory and assessment services, increased 

Supporter subscriptions, as well as higher than expected income from funded projects. 

Income distribution

1,0%

39,1%

18,4%3,8%

37,0%

0,9%

2022
Total income:
R19,927,358
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Training, Advisory, Assessments, and Certification

Increase: TEI adapted its training offering to allow access for virtual participation as well as broad-

ened the offering to clients.

Open courses, workshops, and conferences

Increase: TEI hosted three in-house EOCP’s virtually.

Supporters and Sponsors

Decrease: One Tier one sponsor did not renew, and economical downfall has had an effect with 

supporters not being able to renew due to financial circumstances.

Funded Projects

Increase: Over and above the Siemens Integrity Initiative funding for two five-year projects [2019 – 

2024], TEI received project funding from KBA Notasys Integrity Fund and from the Canada Fund for 

Local Initiatives (CFLI).

Products

Increase: Sales has slowed down on the products, however, marketing strategies are being re-

viewed to enhance and better promote this offering.

Committees

Increase: Staff members serve as board and committee members for various organisations.  Fees 

received for this service are paid to TEI.  

39,1%

18,4%

- 3,8%

37,0%

0,9%

1,0%
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Statement of financial position

A summary of our audited annual financial statements that indicates our financial performance over the reporting 

period is presented below.

2022 2021

R R

ASSETS

Non-Current Assets 135,770 192,606

Property, plant and equipment 135,770 192,606

Current Assets 17,070,036 16,443,666

Trade and other receivables 3,269,502 2,436,067

Other financial assets 8,630,483 8,252,872

Cash and cash equivalents 5,170,051 5,754,727

Total assets 17,205,806 16,632,272

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Equity

Retained income 14,426,703 15,000,567

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities 216,423 263,923

Income received in advance 216,423 263,923

Current Liabilities 2,562,680 1,371,782

Lease obligation 0,00 26,269

Trade and other payables 1,193,933 338,179

Provisions 372,700 299,237

Income in advance 996,047 708,097

Total Liabilities 2,779,103 1,635,705

Total Equity and Liabilities 17,205,806 16,636,272
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Statement of comprehensive income

A summary of our audited annual financial statements that indicates our financial performance over the reporting 

period is presented below.

2022 2021

R R

Revenue 19,927,358 19,595,948

Cost of sales (5,491,529) (4,549,020)

Other income 19,754 6,347

Operating expenses (15,547,396) (13,528,723)

Operating profit / (loss) (1,091,813) 1,524,552

Investment revenue 526,837 528,280

Finance costs (8,888) (4,801)

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year (573,864) 2,048,031

Other comprehensive income - -

Total comprehensive loss / income (573,864) 2,048,031
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NOTE OF THANKS TO SPONSORS

We wish to acknowledge our Tier 1 and Tier 3 Grant Sponsors whose generosity helps us strive towards our vision 

of building an ethically responsible society.

Tier 1 Grant Sponsors

Tier 3 Grant Sponsors



www.tei.org.za

The Ethics Institute (TEI) is an independent institute 

producing original thought leadership and offering a  

range of organisational ethics-related services and 

products.

https://www.tei.org.za/

